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Gen. Smith přebírá velení, slibuje eliminovat zrádce
realrawnews.com/2023/01/gen-smith-takes-command-vows-to-eliminate-traitors
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Generál Eric M. Smith, který na Nový rok převzal kontrolu nad

rozdělením americké armády v rámci Bílého klobouku, nevyjádřil

nejasnosti, když napsal „na lodi jsou krysy“ v korespondenci zaslané

velitelům Bílého klobouku napříč všemi větvemi ozbrojených sil. síly.
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Mezi jeho hlavní priority, řekl, bude určovat, kteří důstojníci dodržují

ústavu a kteří důstojníci jsou tajně loajální zločinnému Bidenovu

režimu.

Zdroj obeznámený s generálovými obavami řekl Real Raw News, že

generál Smith strávil minulý týden prověřováním služebních bund a

sociálních médií 500 důstojníků, přičemž věnoval zvláštní kontrolu

těm, kteří jsou na klíčových pozicích nebo velí podstatnému počtu

vojáků, a zjistil, několik „ideologických nesrovnalostí“. Příklady

zahrnovaly White Hats, kteří přísahali, že budou dodržovat ústavu,

ale jejichž příspěvky na sociálních sítích tleskají „úspěchům“ Josepha

Bidena a Kamaly Harrisové. Letecká jednotka O-4 podala

disciplinární hlášení na letce a napsala: „Letce [jméno a hodnost

upraveno] byl pokárán za sdílení nepravdivých informací o vakcíně

Covid-19 na veřejném fóru. Opravili jsme a řekli jsme mu, že

Centrum pro kontrolu nemocí je jedinou autoritou při posuzování

bezpečnosti a účinnosti vakcín.

Gen. Smith, řekl náš zdroj, odhalil „desítky“ do očí bijících rozporů.

"Generál Smith chce podříznout zrádce, ale zároveň je opatrný,

protože připouští možnost, že White Hats mohli podat falešná

hlášení, aby oklamali Deep State." Říká se tomu optika. Přesto bude

testovat loajalitu potenciálních zrádců,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Začátkem příštího týdne požádá generál Smith policisty, aby provedli

polygraf, i když neúspěch nebude automaticky použit jako lakmusový

papírek ke stigmatizaci potenciálních zrádců – polygrafy jsou

koneckonců omylné. Většina kompetentních zkoušejících se shoduje,

že testy jsou mezi 80% až 90% přesností, což ponechává značnou

chybovost. Generál Smith nicméně věří, že polygrafy doplní rámec

hodnocení zaměřeného na odhalování krtků Deep State.

"Pokud důstojník u detektoru lži zaváhá nebo ho odmítne vzít bez

zatraceně dobrého vysvětlení, dostane se pod mikroskop." Jak to vidí

generál, člověk může selhat z mnoha důvodů, zvláště pokud je vinen,
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takže odmítnout to vzít je stejně špatné nebo horší než selhat. Toto

není hon na čarodějnice, jde o zajištění našich řad,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Generál Smith, dodal, nakonec osobně vyzpovídá každého důstojníka

pod jeho velením.

Zeptali jsme se našeho zdroje, proč generál Smith, pokud podezřívá

zrádce ve svém středu, naklonil svou ruku tím, že rozšířil své názory

v e-mailech, potenciálně právě těm důstojníkům, které doufá

vymýtit, protože preventivní upozornění by mohlo dát špionům Deep

State čas zahladit stopy. .

"Generál Smith má svou vlastní příručku," řekl náš zdroj.

Na závěr řekl, že generál Smith nebude vinit generála Bergera, pokud

budou Deep Staters objeveny.

„Generál Berger měl lineární způsob myšlení. Tam jsme my a tam je

Deep State. Viděl vnější hrozby, ale netrávil příliš času nahlížením

dovnitř. Generál Smith zachycuje širší obraz,“ řekl.

(Návštíveno 48 635 krát, 1 745 návštěv dnes)

“polygraphs are, after all, fallible”

Yep. Polygraphs fail miserably at detecting psychopaths because

these people are so adept at lying. And these are the very ones you

want to catch.

I make over 13k a month w0rking part-time. I listened to different

humans telling me how a good deal of cash they may make online, so

I was determined to locate out. Well, it turned into all actual and it

absolutely modified my life. Everybody must try this job now by just

 
 using this site.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 12 hours ago by Delavic

http://www.payathome7.com/
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It’s been about three years and seems like nothing has happened at

least publicly. I’m tired of waiting but continue to be patient because

the hope for a better future is our only hope. Failure in not an option.

We must win this war or we parish. Being saved is a blessing which

gives us comfort. I guess it really doesn’t matter if the cabal wins or

not because of being born again but I would hope that we win so that

we can continue to live and prolong the coming return of Jesus

Christ.

The second time Jesus will come it will be for the Jews. The Gentiles

have heard him and believed thanks to the Samerian women at the

well she brought the whole town back to here Christ and jesus stayed

there longer than he planned.

Gen. Smith spent the last week reviewing the service jackets and

social media of 500 officers.

How about a mole.

 
that has a lot of knowledge about nothing?

there is nothing that works better that a common conversation.

 
between two unknown. subjects.

 
he said, would be determining which officers adhered to the

Constitution .

 
The thing is most were never taught the real meaning.

 
It would be more useful to show them my work in michigan.

see their reaction to my posts.

 
It will tell you everything you need .

 
We Are giving you our full Support 

 
Welcome Aboard General Smith.

 
And Please Keep all of Our White Hats Safe.

From

 
The Commander of the Territory Of michigan

 
For the Common People of this Country

 
Robert Gregory Boensch
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Safety is just an illusion. I only hope these traitorous bastards are

eliminated while I’m still here to see it so I know my grandkids will

have a chance for a good life.

New time Jesus is coming to get His bride (his people that have

accepted his work for them on the cross, no matter who they are)……

can be Jews, Gentiles or whosoever will……

Jews are the non-human renegade angels cast out of the Heavens for

inciting an insurrection and murder. They are bound to the Lake of

Sulfuric Fire as written in the Holy Bible. Only HUMANS are Father

Jesus’s offspring. See my comment posted above to “Katie.”

@Katie – The word “JEW” first appears in the 12th Book of the Holy

Bible. JEWS are not of Father GOD Jesus’s “chosen” offspring. First

appearance of the word JEW appears when Assyrian and Syrian take

ISRAELITES [Hebrew Jacob renamed to Israel who procreated with

Hebrew LEAH, Egyptian concubines, and Arabs] and JUDAH [4th

son of Hebrew Jacob / Israel and Leah who procreated Kings from

David to Jesus.] JESUS calls out the JEWS as “non-humans”

belonging to Satan, not of Father God, in the Books of John and

Revelation.

READ

 
2 Kings 16:6-7 “At that time Rezin King of Syria recovered Elath to

Syria, and drave the JEWS from Elath: And the Syrians came to

Elath, and dwelt there unto this day.”

 
2 Kings 17:15 And they [Hebrews / Israelites] rejected HIS statutes,

and HIS covenant that HE made with their fathers [Hebrews], and

HIS testimonies which HE testified against them [Hebrews]; and

they [Hebrews/Israelites] followed vanity, and became vain, and

went after the heathen [JEWS] that were round about them

[Hebrews / Israelites], concerning whom the LORD had charged

them [Hebrews/Israelites], that they should not do like them

[JEWS].

 
2 Kings 18:26 Then said Eliakim the son of Hilkiah, and Shebna, and
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Joah, unto Rabshakeh, “Speak, I pray thee, so the servants in the

Syrian language; for we understand it: and talk not with us in the

JEWS’ language in the hearing of the people that are on the wall.

 
2 Kings 18:27 But Rabshakeh said unto them, “Hath my master sent

me to thy master, and to thee, to speak these words? Hath he not

sent me to the men, which sit on the wall, that they may eat their own

dung, and drink their own piss with you?”

 
2 Kings 18:28 Then Rabshakeh took and cried with a loud voice in

the JEWS’ language, and spake, saying, “Hear the word of the great

king, the king of Assyria: Thus said the king, ‘Let not Hezekiah

mislead you: for he shall not be able to deliver you out of his hand.’

The JEWS / renegade angels are a footnote in history!

WHITE family was “chosen” as the ARMY OF GOD to “protect

humanity and eradicate evil on Earth” and scattered over Earth,

whereas Caucasian, Yellow, Red, Brown, Black families were

“chosen” to “nurture and protect Earth” on the lands Father GOD put

them.

WHITE family of JUDAH tribe is described by Father Jesus as

having “skin as white as cotton and rosy cheeks.” This is the only

human family that blood flushing to the skin is visible by nutrition

and emotions (e.g., anger, grief, laughter).

You need to re-read Genesis wherein Lucifer and one-third of angels

incited an insurrection and murdered because Father GOD refused

Lucifer’s request to reverse the servitude order from angels to

humans! The renegade angels were cast out of the Heavens and fell

to Earth like burned-out stars. The renegade angels “chose” the alias

JEW who say, “We have declared in newspapers, books, conference

speeches, and letters to world leaders that we came to Earth to

genocide humanity and destroy Earth … we have spent 5,900 years

with less than 100 years remaining to fulfill our 6,000-year agenda

to our leader.” [Think fake wars, poisoning air, waters, animals,

vegetation, foods, medicines, and abortions to genocide humanity in
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the past 100 years and ongoing! THEY ARE DEEP STATE.] Read the

Holy Bible that Father Jesus authored and instructed scribes to write

… it is a USER MANUAL for Father God Jesus’s offspring human

families against renegade angels, alias JEW!

If Mr. Jesus comes back to earth, I assume he will come back wearing

the same garments, long stringy hair and beard and he will get

honked at to “go out and get a job” and cut his locks off to a crew cut

or some other conservative looking hairdoo, then nobody will believe

him wearing a mohair business suit. The only chance to come over as

a god of some sort, he will have to locate in Frisco, CA at Haight and

Ashbury avenues then he might be able to pull off his “second

coming”, where some of the hip crowd might listen to his doctrines…

maybe…and if he’s asked to prove it and does some levitation tricks,

then the Men in Black will come out and haul him away…and debunk

everone hanging around, then…

You realize RRN is a military psy-op to only feed MB with what they

want us to know and keep the people from arming themself and

taking things into their own hands as the constitution states.

Richard the Saint

 
OmniPresident – Part 3

 
12-07-2022

So, I went back and watched the speech again. And then I watched it

a third time. After the third watch I realized what he was telling us.

He was essentially saying, folks, it’s time to lay aside the fables, move

into reality, and take control of this ship once and for all. The more

we allow the battles in our imaginations to take place the more we

fail to see the magnitude of the one raging right here in the only place

where it truly matters, reality. In the minds of so many it had to be a

military solution because we had convinced ourselves it was the only

way. How could any of this get resolved without the military stepping

in and either forcing a new election or demanding adherence to the

Constitution?
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But in that one speech he made me realize that only ‘we the people’

will solve this, and it requires a mind shift from Continuity of

Government into something with a different set of personnel. It

requires the Continuity of the Governed. But who will possibly lead

this? How do the people rise without and uprising? It seems like

there needs to be some event that precipitates citizen participation

on a mass scale.

This is and always was the Plan.

Search “Robert Gregory Boensch”

We the people are in power!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

The territory of michigan is Mine.

Please Walk with Me

From

 
The Commander of the Territory Of michigan

 
For the Common People of this Country

 
Robert Gregory Boensch

Go back to all of the posts i have placed on this blog.

 
General Berger.

 
and the michigan territory National Guard Know This.

And this country michigan

 
will not be spelled Michigan.

 
until this action is over!

Take my path and shove it down the throat’s of your leaders in your

country!

You Can and Will Do this.

 
If you want to live in.

 
Sovereignty is the defining authority within individual

consciousness, social construct, or territory
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Try Julie Green on rumble. She has a positive outlook. And you can

decide for yourself if she is truthful. I prefer to have hope and faith in

God.

Lets Pray for the Strength to grow with in each and everyone of Us

here.

 
We need to grow and have courage to freely and with out hesitation

to get into this battel.

 
I have watched a 16 year old boy get a shot gun blast to his back and

It was all a set up to protect the local Cabal.

 
From Me.

 
this happened in 1993.

 
1996 one more dead

 
1997 two dead at once and they Tried to take out one more

 
but could only do it by three being in their sights.

 
and the one did die that was their target.

You better believe that My life means nothing to me.

 
and I have spent every day from 1993 waiting for the Right Time.

To deliver Justice For all the fallen one’s in this World.

This action has to be clean and follow the Law.

And It’s My Job.

I am not Asking for Help.

But I will not stand in the Way of Others to Find The truth.

 
And Deliver Justice!

Understand Every thing I have Posted on this site or any where on

the Web .

It is Not About Me.

 
For these action happen every day on this planet.

 
I just happen to be blessed with getting many of the ill actions from

all dimensions of the cabal in a very large package.
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Which allows Me to be in the position to be a witness of the may

ways they operate.

 
And our Creator has put his faith In Me to carry out.

 
one of His Plans.

For you His Children Gather here.

Pray that I “We” finish this Job At hand.

And full fill The Life’s Journey He Promised Us.

Amen!

Agree. I have made a conscious decision to read her prophecies and

take them to heart. No more MSM for me.

I recommend you Google Garabandal Spain and the Marion

apparitions. There will be a warning and a miracle in an even year.

World wars last on average of 4 years and we are entering the 3rd

year. Look at all of black hats that have been taken down, plus the US

and the Vatican are all that is left of the black hat countries and the

Vatican power structure is collapsing now. The Kazarian Rothies are

trying to negotiate a deal by offering the white hats 10 trillion and

promising not to cause ant more trouble for at least 20 years, but of

course that is not going to wash and they need to be taken off planet

by the Galactics, in which they will…all of them, the whole stinking

family along with the Rockefellers….

This is true.

 
But the local small fry that has caused injury or death.

 
and no one speaks about .

These are the ones We have to take out.

 
Shine the light on the small injustices.

 
or tomorrow they will have the power of todays Cabal.
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It requires the Continuity of the Governed. But who will possibly lead

this? How do the people rise without and uprising? It seems like

there needs to be some event that precipitates citizen participation

on a mass scale.

needs to be some event1

Sorry you don’t have a thing to do when Christ comes again. That is

decided in heaven.

Keep your eyes on Jerusalem & Passover & The day of the week it

occurs, in 2023 Passover happens to be on a wed. Same day of the

week Jesus was Crucified, Recall the events after and the anointing of

the Holy Spirit in Acts. The seven year Tribulation doesn’t start till

the restraining force is taken out of the way ( Christ’s Body, His

Church ) cause we are not subject to wrath. & Pay attention to The

Peace Maker, The King Of Jordan. The Book of Enoch pdf. spoke of

these times as well.

It can easily be a lie, whether you believe it or not. The most

dangerous lies sound the most convincing. Take 9/11/01 and the

WTC. A deadly demolition of 3 buildings, killing more than 10,000

people, not 3,000 as reported, and set up to look like terrorists did it.

It was a Deep State operation designed to justify attacks on the

Middle East. Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld, Powell among the traitors that

were executed for treason.

They also stole all of the gold that was in the vaults beneath the

towers and shipped it to Singapore. Most people don’t know that. It

was stolen two or three weeks earlier.

You left out the part about it being a coverup of the trillions of $$ of

missing gold the DS had stolen from one of the buildings.

People can pass them when they have no conscience. They truly

believe they are telling the truth, even though they are guilty as hell.
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People can pass them when they have no conscience. They truly

believe they are telling the truth, even though they are guilty as hell.

Simple procedur

 
you tie them to a chain link fence & you hook up 25 car batteries

 
You do exactly what they did to John Rambo in ” Rambo III ” he’s

tied to that spring mattress and they electrocute him until he

screams and gives them the information they need

 
If any of these soldiers are deep state thugs you hook up an extra

terminal to their testicles and you start shocking them until they

scream for Barack Obama to save them… Then you wrap a noose

around their neck and you hang them for treason..

 
no if ands or buts / no 2nd chances / no deals

 
option a you get shot in the face 15 times option B you hang for your

crimes

 
option C you are shot 500 times in the chest and you are set on fire

for your crimes..

 
And Barack Obama doesn’t save you,

 
We could save a lot of taxpayer money by pushing them off the bow

of a boat into shark andfested waters cut off their legs it’s at the knee

and let him bleed out in the water and when the sharks come crack

open a couple of beers get out the chairs and watch the show

Different wavelengths, left vs right brain. You can’t explain color to

the blind. Just get them out and move on.

All Military Traitors need to be court-martialed. Stripped of their

rank, dishonorable discharge and prison sentence for Treason.

The sentence for treason is DEATH. All of you pussies need to grow a

spine but I doubt any of you worthless do nothing cowards will be

alive to much longer so I guess it doesn’t matter.

They got shot with a shot for a reason…. it was the silent shot around

the world, which is called… a lie. They followed the pied piper for far

too long and thats all they know. They got sucked into that zortex
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and once you enter that wormhole…. byeBie

In a State of War, which the USA is STILL IN (since Sept. 14, 2001),

traitors can be executed, and MANY will be.

Squeeze them like the pimples they are.

Godspeed, General Smith.

Last edited 11 hours ago by Johnny Lunchbucket

RAT SEASON, as Bugs would say started Jan.1. Then the Duck would

say, its SOROS SEASON… Bugs says, that season was filled and

finished, But they multiply like rabbats, they opened that season up

again tooo. lol

I take issue with the FACT that the CDC are APPOINTED

POSITIONS usually held by former BIG PHARMA employees. These

people hardly instill confidence in their “sole authority.” Legally, you

betcha. They’ve taken that mantle, however bullshit it is, & deserve to

be sued down to their toes. There are plenty of good doctors

attempting to speak truth to power, & have been censored by the

“sole authority” CDC. Real science allows for questions, experiments

using the scientific method that do not involve human studies

without their full knowledge nor informed consent. General Smith’s

remarks to this effect leave me quite concerned about his political

persuasion. Get him to take a polygraph.

NO one has a monopoly on science, although there are some

narcissist criminal sociopaths that seem to think otherwise and they

must be VANQUISHED,…..ENTIRELY.

it’s a rigged game in the US Govt, rigged against the Citizens (all of

us). I learned long ago not to trust anything coming out of politicians

mouths.

He came from an era when you should NEVER have to question the

loyalty of your own ranks……..
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That doesn’t mean we do not send these scumbags to Him,

expediently, for His judgements.

Creator needs His people and His people need Him to carry out as on

earth as it it in Heaven. This is a Spiritual war for the souls of men,

Godly men and women. “We” cannot let them take any of our God

given rights away

Don’t you understand what the Bible is doing? It is trying to make

Pacifists out of it’s readers, so they WON’T do what needs to be done.

You think the Military Tribunals are following the Bible? They are

not not, because if they did, we would still be waiting for God’s

vengeance to deal with these Satanic criminals and traitors running

loose. God gave us a brain to use, so we have to step away from the

Bible and kick ass on the bad guys trying to kill all of us. The Bible is

an instruction set on how we should behave and what we should

believe, and some of it is not in our best interest.. I personally don’t

trust the overall pacifism in the Bible, like the turn the other cheek

crapola.

Last edited 7 hours ago by Mark David

The Bible is a CORRUPTED book , the scriptures have been

CORRUPTED, repeatedly over hundreds if not thousands of years.

No, there’s no time to wait for Jesus. WE have to take charge. WE

have to do the judging and the killings. No time for the BS from the

Bible. No time to wait for the ‘here after’. You’ll be dead before you

ever see it. Stop believing in Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny, and the

tooth fairy. Take the bull by the horns and do what needs to be done.

And tell me mark David what have you done? Easy to talk about it

but, when it is time to do something all there is, is talk, talk, talk.

Pick up your guns and help put an end to what is going on. Or believe

God will do what is according to his will. Obviously you are an

unbeliever, why do you bother with these postings? Take your bull by

the horns and go clean out your barn.
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A major part of the problem is that Americans willing to take a stand

do not wish to be arrested and thrown into jail with the J6ers and

forgotten.

Another name for it is COMMON SENSE being AMERICANS using

their US CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS and PROTECTIONS

enumerated in the US CONSTITUTION and BILL of RIGHTS.

PEOPLE NEED TO WAKE THE FUCK -UP! You also have GOD

given FREE WILL , use it.

The Bible is not BS. YES, we all do our part, YES, WE ALL FIGHT

BACK, YES, we all fight to save the kids along with Trump and Putin,

but that does not mean we as believers do not follow its precepts in

our personal lives. THAT INCLUDE NOT TOLERATING AND

PUNISHING THOSE WHO ENGAGE IN INCEST, PAEDOPHILIA,

DRUG TRAFFICKNG, FETAL PARTS TRAFFICKING, HUMAN

TRAFFICKING, CHILD SEX TRAFFICKING, HOMOSEXUALITY,

BESTIALITY, LESBIANIAM, TRANSSEXUALITY, LGBTQ-

INDOCTRINATION TO THE KIDS, PUBERTY BLOCKERS AND

SEX

 
CHANGE SURGERIES FOR MINORS, POLYGAMY, ABORTION,

GAY MARRIAGE, CHILD SEX TRAFFICKING, CHEATING, LYING,

STEALING AND KILLING INNOCENT PEOPLE BY ILLEGAL

MEDICAL VIOLATIONS FASHIONED FOR GENODICAL

AGENDAS AND WARS WAGED UNDER FALSE PRETENCES.

THAT DOES NOT MEAN WE ALL DO NOT DO OUR PART TO

FIGHT THE BAD GUYS, BECAUSE IT’S THE TRAITORS THAT

GOT US INTO THIS WHOLE MESS. ALL WE WANT TO DO IS TO

BE LEFT ALONE AND LIVE FREELY ACCORDING TO OUR

RIGHTS AND WILL, NOT THEIR DIKTATS AND THREATS.

Thank you General Smith for assuming this great responsibility and

thank you General Berger for all you have done in protecting this our

great country.

 
Have a blessed new year 2023!
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Last edited 16 hours ago by Rob

Yes, Rob, I like your comment best…….Gen. Smith has taken on a

great responsibility……and so did Berger too…….I think we need to

pray for these great men night and day as God is using them for

justice constantly……I am so happy they are there, I sleep

better…..and, I hope you do too….

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL PATRIOTS of the United States of

America wherever You are.

 
The White Hat traitor (s) at Gitmo that allow scum to be poisoned

are hopefully a top priority!

That should be one of the many questions asked. It takes so time to

wire up that stuff so you may as well ask 20 difficult questions.

Good MORNING General SMITH SIR!

Now, we have a combat General that starts at the heart of matters.

You have to secure your own ranks before you can rely on their

performance. Nothing against them and those that are on our side

will not mind a bit of interrogation. Instead they will applaud it!

He means business and his business is keeping his troops safe from

conflict within.

I do believe we have a no BULLSHIT General that is going to take far

quicker and broader reaching action than we have seen in the past.

Having General Berger in our back pocket is invaluable. We have to

remember he was standing under different guidelines and may not of

had the freedom to act as we can now afford. Sometimes you play the

role you are handed. When the enemy is better cornered you can act

more aggressively.

I see this as a positive in many ways.

RESPECT to both Generals and our FINE military
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WWG1WGA

Viet Vet Spc Ops Still fighting for our country and freedom

With all due respect Dr. John sir, Tell me who did you fight for

my/our freedom? Was it the jewish Banksters?? These are the words

from Henry Kiss-ass-enger! War is important in many ways for

establishing the NEW WORLD ORDER. war creates a constant flow

of patriots to our military industrial complex, War rids the world of a

large number of useless eaters. War keeps people hating each other

rather than focusing their attention on us , The people who create

war/conflicts, War establishes Ligitamate grounds for occupation

and control of regimes resistant to full domination by the elites, Wars

are enjoyable and amusing when you think about the dumb stupid

animals cannon fodder people that enlist to fight them. War creates

the chaos out of which the new world order will be established. But

you must understand , War is not the ultimate goal, Power is the

ultimate aphrodisiac goal, Power over the remaining few, That is our

ultimate goal. Slavery is even more fun and satisfying than the mass

murdering of war, This is a quote from the mouth of the J Henry

Kiss-Ass-enger!!! Now for all the war mongering fools that keep

sending their children off to fight the big bad folks across the ponds

so they can steal their oil, poppy, gold, & resorses and put a

Rothschild bank on/in their country!! Oh and BTW, Mother

Rothschild said if her sons did not want war there would be no

wars!!! Smedley Butler said war is a racket, Pat Tillman and Geo.

Patton was killed/murdered for knowing the truth, Ok let me have it

now all you people that go fight for the Bastards that you are not

allowed to speak against, But someting tells me that this won’t make

the post,,,

You sound like a demented fool who wouldn’t know the truth if it hit

you in the senile nose.

Every word he said was true.

The military fights wars for one reason…the jew bankers
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Wow,, who knew Red Heads spit. I do believe your statement might

be true though. God Bless you and Happy New Year.

Never mess with gingers, they have tempers. They are nice,

goodhearted people and faithful friends, but they have tempers.

Ruth you wouldn’t know what a black hat was if it rolled up and bit

you on your ass! Henry Kiss-ass-enger was/is the black hat!!

HK is also a zionist satanist degenerate deranged jew, , criminal

yarmulke wearing Black Hat . Yes he is.

Mama’ he may sound like a black hat but he’s saying things that folks

like Bill cooper,the webbs and many others who have died trying to

expose the NWO, Jew agenda,agenda21’2030 ECT. Hard to digest I

know but true.

Jesus was a Jew. If you believe all Jews are the same evil bunch, then

you might as well lump Jesus into the same Khazarian basket. HE IS

NOT THEM.

Jesus speaks of the Khazarians in the Apocalypse, if you read where

He speaks of those that claim to be Jews and are not, because they

are the members of the synagogue of Satan. Real Jewish believers are

not those people. 

 
Revelation 2:9 and 3:9

 
God is the Creator of the universe and the human race, and The Lord

is the Author and Finisher of our faith. God teh Father authored the

Jewish religion, NOT the Khazarians, who did not even exist until

later in Sumer in teh Old Testament, and then travelled on to Israel,

Babylon, Khazaria in southern Russia (where Prince Sviatoslav

kicked them out in 965 A.D. for refusing to stop their hellacious

criminality and hypocritical affectations of genuine Jewish believers

and crimes against humanity),  then on to Turkey,

Poland, Germany, France and Spain. In Germany, the

Rothschilds were sprouted from the Khazarians; this particular

family was previously under the  name of Bauer but changed it
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to Rothschild (which in German means ‘red shield’ or ‘red sign’) and

became the worldwide trillionaire bankers they are today, and the

worst criminals to humanity. 

 
Jesus Christ from Nazareth was a Jew, and His physical family

followed Jewish traditions, BUT HE DID NOT SIN. Neither did

his family, to the best of their ability. Nor do normal Jewish believers

who are righteous, including the Torah-observant ones in the ultra-

Orthodox sects. 

 
Jesus is the Son of God and Israel’s Messiah and the Saviour of

the world, but He was born a Jew and lived as a Jew and followed

the Jewish laws and traditions along with his Family and friends

and fellow believers. Those who follow His ways after the Crucifixion,

the Ascension and Resurrection took place are called Christians.

Jesus did not coin the term because men coined it later; yet He

always pointed people to the Father. He healed the sick, raised the

dead, cast out demons, delivered the afflicted and set the

captives free as prophesied in Isaiah 61 and fulfilled in Luke 4:18. 

 
Yet He called out the Pharisees, He dressed down the hypocrites, He

exposed their false teachings, and He warned the Jewish

believers not to listen to their anti-Scriptural lies. The Pharisees and

their anti-Scriptural followers were the ones Jesus ripped apart, not

the genuine believers: 

 
“Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do.

He was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth,

because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh

of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it.”

 
Khazarians do not do that, because they, like the whitewashed tombs

Jesus called the Pharisees, do what their ancestors did in Sumer and

Babylon and Turkey and Khazaria did. They committed theft,

murder, identity theft, paedophilia, human sacrifice, idol worship to

Baal and Moloch — the very thing the Lord told the Jewish believers,

the real sons and daughters of Jacob who took possession of the

Promised Land, not to do. 

 
Khazarians do what the Sabbateans did in Turkey where they,
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too, adopted the Jewish traditions but violated and vitiated

the Mosaic laws against incest,

stealing, killing, adultery, blasphemy, idolatry, human sacrifice,

sexual abominations that are prohibited in the Scriptures.

 
It is the Khazarians promoting the  NWO agenda, not the real Jewish

believers who follow the ways of the Lord. You are buying the

propaganda, not me. 

 
 

 
Do your research.

Xena , you have buried yourself in BULLSHIT, corrupted scriptures

and texts , that have been corrupted , re-written time and again

starting with masters of Judah , the Levites , to suit the corrupt , evil

goals and agendas of the satanist jews , devotees of the cult of satan.

Judaism , jews , zionist jews , Israeli jews are the progenitors ,

promoters and practitioners of the NWO , TECHNOCRACY and

TRANSHUMANISM. You need to get a cotton to this reality, WAKE -

UP!

NO , IT IS the zionist jew agenda. Get it straight, Xena , enough of

the obfuscation and subterfuge

Thanx Johnny, You know how it is when you talk sense the fool calls

you foolish! Then it is my opinion if the truth kills them then let them

die!!!

You are right on! But there seems to be lot more in agreement than

not! I remember when Mohammid Ali refused to go fight/kill people

that had done nothing to him, And i thought he was a pussy/coward

but nbow that i know what war is for i respect his more than i do

some of these fools that come here jumping my ass for telling the

truth!!!

You’re a Monday morning Quarterback. You criticize people drafted

into the Military, people that did not know anything of what you are

talking about back in the 60’s. You found out alot of this information
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much later than Vietnam. Ali refused the draft because he was

Muslim. I commend him for his beliefs. We have learned about what

the Khazarian Mafia, Rothschild’s, Rockefeller’s, the Act if 1871

which basically gave control of the USA to the Rothschild Central

Banks. Our politicians no longer worked for us between 1871 and

2016. Trump broke the mold and freed the USA from the grip of the

Satanic Cabals that controlled everything., stirring up wars in order

to make money. I served in the active Army for 21 years, 11B for 6yrs,

then AH-1 Cobra and AH-64 Apache IP for all the rest. I agree with

you on the merits, but I disagree on blaming the people that were

drafted and just tried to get through it. Cheapening their service by

bad-mouthing their being kept in the dark doe no one a favor. They

served Honorably, making less that $200 a month. Don’t try to

cheapen their sacrifices. Many lost limbs, eyesight, and many lost

their lives. It is the treasonous Politicians, and the Bankers that were

running things until President Trump and the US Military White

Hats took over the government. Bet you won’t see those former

scumbag MFers running things anymore. Our Military Members past

and present deserve our respect and our thanks. They didn’t start the

wars or make the policies. And don’t disrespect their answering the

call of duty by the Govt, because without them, we wouldn’t have had

a US Military in any capacity.

Last edited 6 hours ago by Mark David

No i’m not a quarterback period! I hate the football games that the

fools go pay thousands of dollars to see big overgrown steroid

pumped up dudes drawing peoples attention away from whats really

going on out here in the real world!!! Oh boy i guess i really stepped

in it this time,

Damaged pineal gland ,calcified by fluoride in the drinking water,

toothpaste , foods we consume and in the air we breathe, thats part

of it anyway
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The Veterans who fought and died in VietNam were for the most part

drafted into the military. The UN and their masters brought us into

the wars from Korea going forward. Truman, Johnson and both

Bushes including Obama were complicit in putting us into foreign

wars for the bankers the past 72 years. Do not blame our military and

veterans for following orders. They have honor and deserve respect.

Many of us now know who the real enemy is and we are anxious to

stop and destroy them if possible. Our current government is now

our Enemy and must be overthrown.

Faye, The Vietnam war was a farce, and the second in a series of the

USA “forever wars,” Dr. John wouldn’t have realized it back then as

there were few hints. If Dr. John was indeed Spec. Ops, then he likely

comes from a military family, which is to be admired.

Yes, most were drafted, and some into worse, more dangerous jobs

than others. The boys from my town were getting trained into the

2nd and 3rd worst jobs from the view point of casualties. A friend

sent me a letter saying everyone from my city were being trained to

be scouts using lightly armored vehicles that wouldn’t even stop an

assault rifle bullet.

Well your right about one thing for sure! They must be over thrown

but we are not gonna get it done off in other countries fighting for the

Jew Banksters!! Un less of course its in Ukraine helping Putin take

out that dick head zelenski you know the jerk that dances around in

his hi-heels and plays the piano w/his little pecker!

We are no longer fighting for the Khazarian Mafia Jews. Trump and

the US Military took out that leadership starting in Venice in 2016,

one month before he was officially sworn in. Trump has purposely

NOT gone into any wars, and has only declared war on traitors, KM,

Central banks, child traffickers, and the Satanists behind it all.

Trump is finishing up The Plan to destroy the evil behind all of it,

and that includes the fake Jews in the KM that are doing all the

harm.
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Last edited 6 hours ago by Mark David

Goes back much further than that, all the way back to WWI, both

WWs were bankster’s wars. For all I know it could go back to the very

first war ever fought on Planet Earth.

I don’t think byvbd has been with us very long or he/she would know

the readers here know way more than what he/she thinks!

Its not embarrassing to anyone that has two or more brain cells! And

that leaves you out !!

You sound like a E-5 buck sargent that got popped back to PFC for

pissing off your C.O……

Presently, our struggle is to end the very conditions you discribe. It

took the deep state many decades to build this mess that everyone

wants gone in five minutes. The remidy for the Ghordian knot that

Alexander used will now work in this case. It’s way bigger!

Last edited 8 hours ago by Mr Bill

You are a snake speaking out of both sides of your mouth.

Ultimately, you are a Useful Idiot for the criminal NWO elites as your

words attest to.

Look you dumb ass we are not gonna the fight won by arguing w/ea

other, The very name Woodpecker tells me all i need to know about

you!!! I guess you don’t know that your Birth-certificate is being

traded on the open market do you because you are chattel to the

bastards that put the ring in your nose!!! well dumbo chk it out cestui

que via trust! And STFU until you grow a 2 cells!!!

Oh fact is i speak right out the front so even less than 2 cells can

mostly comprehend! And notice that i did not say UNDERSTAND

You are correct in that Gen Berger is an invaluable Patriot, is very

knowledgeable and an experienced fighter and leader. I also like that

he is strong and loyal towards Pres. Trump. Without Pres. Trump
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and what he brings to the table I believe the world would collapse.

He has connections, experience and abilities other just don’t have.

You’re assessments of both of these individuals are presumptuous.

There has been questionable actions that have been taken, actions

that have NOT been taken or NOT followed through , leaving much

doubt with very many people that are part of and in full support of

the adherence to the US Constitution and Bill of Rights as well as

THE UNITED STATES of AMERICA, THE REPUBLIC and the

AMERICAN PEOPLE. THESE QUESTIONABLE ACTIONS and IN-

ACTIONS must be addressed and very soon, I expect General Smith

as well as other White Hats and people within the COMMAND

STRUCTURE to see that these questionable actions , in-actions are

addressed.

Brilliant. Of course there are traitors in the ranks. And they have us

as moles in their ranks. This is normal in warfare. May God give

General Smith wisdom, discernment and guidance. HAPPY NEW

YEAR to all here….especially MB and his sources. Even the trolls.

Wake up if you are the latter.

Welcome to the command post……a new approach is usually a good

way to shake loose those who have settled into a “safe” pattern……

The very best to all those loyal to humanity …..may 2023 bring

success to the final clearing of the swamp, as the work so far has

brought us to this point, a new set of eyes and ears and heart will

take us the next leg. Thank you General Berger and thank you

General Smith. GOD BLESS

There are lie detector machines that use eye scan and are infallible.

Some government agencies do use them. This detector can not be

fooled as it works using the capillaries in the eye that changes when

you lie and you just can’t control that or alter that outcome. Please

get this to Gen. Smith if you can as it could help him greatly. I’m
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thinking HLS have these detectors but I’m suffering from Covid-19

right now so my memorisor is not working as normal. Good Luck

Gen. and Happy New Year.

If you really have covid, then you got it from a covid-vaxxed person.

It is only the vaxx which has been keeping it going.

Dirty birds. they manufactured that crap to make it more spredable

so more people take the jabs and die.

The tests are all false positives… the tests are ineffective. The swabs

carry the same shiite as the jabb. Anything they are putting into you

carry”s artificial intel parasites that react to frequency and multiply

in your body. Once evil has determined enough of their population

like in china have been saturated with this AI nanobots, they crank

up the 5G. Now you see people dropping in China. Coincidence ???

Nobody gets the FLU anymore. It just disappeared, but they are still

giving the vaccines. Now everything is Covid! RIGHT! More BS fear

from the Cabal. I’m 71, never had a flu shot & never had the flu. Not

willingly going to take the death jab either.

 
Like you said, Covid is the most recent hoax.

Of ALL the people I have trusted to rid our Union of the 4th Reich,

maybe THIS person will FINALLY DO IT!!! My own campaign will

wait one more time for necessity, but only one more.

It will take more than one person to do the job, considering the

staggering amount of infiltration all over the place. Gen. Smith

certainly sounds like he could/will be one of the very important

players. Your own campaign(?)-you’re more than welcome to take

down the puppet government!

Not sure, but that term may go as far back as author, Bill Cooper

(Behold a Pale Horse).

Joe Biden’s Accomplishments is one of my favorite books. For some

reason, though, I can never seem to find it.
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I see FJB’s parent’s accomplishment (or rather, a facsimile thereof)

every time I stand up from the toilet bowl, turn around and reach for

the handle.

By General Smith tipping his hand he is allowing those fence

straddlers to make a firm choice, with the white hats or against, no in

between. The only guaranteed thing a fence straddler will get in the

end is a fence post up their rear when they stumble. Neither side

likes a fair weather friend.

I like Smith’s honestly and transparency, but these deep state

mambas are lethal and silent and very slippery.

Doesn’t General Smith realized that the CDC is “owned” and run by

pharmaceutical companies? They are one of the last sources I would

trust.

You perhaps should take the time to re-read the article.

You’ve gotten what it said about the CDC completely out of context.

That was the quote of the Air Force O-4 officer who was probably

punished severely at General Smith’s command. If harm came to the

airman he reprimanded, then the O-4 was probably arrested.

CDC Director appointed by President Trump, CDC Director Robert

Redfield is a CRISIS ACTOR, he was the same guy as the CORONER

for the Sandy Hook School shooting event , false flag psy-op, He was

the coroner , his name for that acting gig was Dr. H. Wayne Carver II.

This is the SAME guy. GO SEE FOR YOUR SELVES, THIS IS THE

SAME GUY , DJT APPOINTED A CRISIS ACTOR as the CDC

Director, whether DJT knew this at the time?

The Gen. should take blood tests before the poly, A little speed and

you can pass any polyg test!!!
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Simple fix, if any officer has an accelerated pulse that will interfere

with a polygraph just place them in a secure medical facility until

their pulse returns to normal and then administer their test. The

military plays by a completely different set of rules in which your

civil rights take a back seat.

I thought it was the other extreme. Like Valium. But, regardless, yes.

Blood or maybe urine testing would be wise.

As we all know, everything we’ve been taught and told has been a lie.

We can only hope this isn’t one too!

Root out every rat there is! Make examples out of them through stiff

penalties! Thank you General Smith!

Arnold Ziffel wishes everyone a happy new year.

I’m 13 and I don’t know what I want.

 
13 I just don’t know what I want?

 
13 I gotta get away….

The life cycle has been fulfilled..

Sounds like Alice in wonderland,…a song by Reverend Smiths only

son. Was it Cooper, or was it Alice,….hmmmmm

Ruth

You probably didn’t know I was deemed number 13 on the RRN list

out of nearly 100.

I made the top 10% of the horrible people who wanted a patriotic

country.

I used a song to share my ranking.

I trusted & got trampled. I have much work to accomplish in 2023 so

I am not wasting anymore time dabbling in Rabbit Hole World.

Life it truly wanderlust.
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You could use a glass of champagne and a Vicodin just about 7 hours

apart for maximum enjoyment.

 
We just had Internet Sex. It was fair at best.

Supposably the military has all of the proof they need to bury these

rats so why the hell don’t they have mass arrests and get this shit

show over with meanwhile people are suffering

Who says the mass arrests aren’t being done? I’ve read that they are,

in fact, mostlly completed. You can’t expect Michael to be able to

report on every one. You might want to read more resources.

you people think its so simple and then proceed to act like rambo and

then proceed to pray like a idiot.

you fools here know nothing.

they have brainwashed you.

cause its takes money, time and man power. but why waste

manpower on weakass politicians?

there just like flies. they pop out one day and then another comes.

its endless. would be wasteful.

oh, have you forgotten what napoleon and sun tzu said?

“Never interrupt your enemy when making a mistake”.

Because “ The Plan” is called Agenda21-2030. Look it up, read it,

educate yourself on reality.

Thank you, Gen. Berger, for all you have done. Welcome, Gen. Smith!

We look forward to your good works in removing the deep state

vermin. God bless and protect our patriots.

General Smith … we the people are still waiting for you to do

something PUBLICLY about the election fraud that has taken place

during the last three elections.
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How long does it take to investigate the obvious?

Time to let the public know what is going on? Is that in the playbook?

It certainly wasn’t in Berger’s book that’s for sure.

Shut down the lying corporate media … turn on the EBS … let the

people know.

Watch to see what comes out of SCOTUS Jan. 6. That decision will

determine a lot of what happens next.

This is a military operation with Trump commander-in-chief. Since it

is a military operation and the DC Corporation is out-of-business,

SCOTUS has no jurisdiction, has no authority over military matters,

and can do nothing. This will remain a military operation until the 9

National Emergencies declared by President Trump are no longer a

problem. Only a legitimate elected President can dissolve the

National Emergencies. At that time, Trump will be eligible to serve 8

years if he so chooses.

Resident Biden signed and extended all 9 National Emergency

Executive Orders, also signed President Trump’s Executive Order

13912, of March 27, 2020, federalizing 1 million National Guardsmen

to active-duty, extending them to 2024, ensuring they receive full

active duty pay, including full benefits for their families.

(even though his signature is not worth beans)

“not to exceed 1,000,000 members on active duty at any one time”

 
https ://www .govinfo .gov/content/pkg/DCPD-

202000199/pdf/DCPD-202000199.pdf

Go read “thedocuments.info” written by Derek Johnson. Also follow

SGAnon. Both of these men are veterans and extremely

knowledgable.

Because this veteran pays attention, knows military laws,

regulations, the UCMJ. Military law supercedes civilian law in this

Constitutional Republic during declared National Emergencies.
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What we have been reading here on RRN proves this.

The trigger for the military to take action such as imposing martial

law, is a Constitutional crisis resulting from SCOTUS’s decision to

nullify the 2020 election, ordering a new election with all safeguards

in place. That is in a nutshell according to Badlands Media’s article

Why is it taking so long put out three days ago. Blessings,

NO. This is YOU wanting instant gratification. Not brilliant strategy

that takes the full picture into consideration.

ANY govt. that does not tell it’s people the truth so the people can

make informed decisions about their safety and future as well as that

of their families is a govt. that is NOT of, for and by THE PEOPLE.

Govt. secrecy got us in this mess and it sure as hell isn’t going to get

us out of it. You are being LIED to. WAKE THE FUCK UP !!!

You obviously don’t understand that the General has his own

assignment to fulfill. He’s not in charge of elections!

May I recommend visiting Badlands Media, they have an article

Titled Why is it taking so long? Put out three days ago. Hope it helps?

A Military coup would be far too radical. I firmly believe the military,

under President Trump, told SCOTUS TO FIND A WAY AND GET IT

DONE. that led to the Brunson petition and SCOTUS contacting

them to send more needed information asap. Listen to a Loy Brunson

interview. The Supreme Court clerk was up their butts constantly

calling for updates on their progress. This will be biblical.

The cdc gave out false information for example the cdc said you had

to take the booster and it was the boster that will kill you. Cdc is not

truthful in what they are saying. Having too much of this shot is

producing blood clots. I have seen 10”blood clots in people. You are

healthy and more information is coming out and the people who

created this shot want people to stop taking it. They created the shot

and want people to stop taking it for it is messing with you immunity.
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I. I did not take the booster and never got sick. I had Covid-19 when

it first started and stopped with the shots. Florida is not getting

Covid and they have an older population. They are using monoclonal

antibodies and it works. They are not getting blood clots. Learn what

Florida is doing to fight the disease. It is working!!! I don’t want my

military killed by side effects they are smarter that that. Learn what

is working. You do not have to follow the cdc. You know how to fight

do listen to people not on the battlefield and never fought? Use you

eyes and see what is working.

Last edited 14 hours ago by Katie

If you took even one shot you are now chipped and putting off an

electronic frequency signal. You can be tracked. Don’t believe me,

buy a trifield meter and check it for yourself.

3 TO 5 years till DEATH, unfortunately, after given the first vaccine.

this is a DARPA PROGRAM

If you folks think this is terrible , IT GETS WORSE, DO NOT TAKE

COVID TESTS , NEVER!

The test place darpa hydrogel right at the brain. Those who have

been tested are putting off a radio frequency signal directly from that

area.

“Covid” is fake. Only the shots kill. It’s a genocide. A well-planned

genocide. Pretending “covid” was ever even slightly real is making

excuses for the lunatics who did it. Everyone who got a shot, unless

they are lucky enough to have come a cross a humanitarian doctor

with a conscience, got injected with nano tech. Tracks you, poisons

you and will make the victims defenseless to the 5G stuff African-

American free speech hero and psychopath Musk has been busy

setting up all over the planet during the genocide.

Lies, sure. Just more lies and much bigger lies.
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Chop chop better hurry up the natives are getting restless and if we

take into we the people’s hands we will not be as understanding as

someone in the position of authority and we have had just about

enough of this shit show the clock is ticking

Excellent. If space force actually does have command over the

military technology- then the rats will be looking for their handlers

for a way out. The communications will be a way to get both rat and

handler

Seems BO asked Generals if they would fire upon US citizens. Those

that said yes, got to stay. A couple of hundred. that were loyal to the

citizenry were removed.

I am so happy to hear as well we need to protect our troops from

moles within. We have lost too many soldiers in operation that where

sabotage

Mr Smith went to WA. District of criminals! Now Mr Smith has gone

to war after the criminals! Mr Smith if we were not b oth men i sir

would kiss you right on da lips! But we are men so i won’t do dat!!!

lol

What I have read about polygraph tests is that you can fool them,

particularly when they are asking the introductory questions to see

your reactions on those they know you are answering correctly and

those you are not. I have never taken one, but I think it would take

some practice to fool it.

For example they ask you a test question and you respond honestly,

but at the same time you think about the first time you made out

with your girl friend. Wouldn’t that drive it bonkers? It would take a

lot of mental control, but not impossible I think.

This article only serves to reveal how little the so-called White Hats

actually know their enemy. Polygraphs are useless against sociopaths

and clones, which is what would comprise the DS military.
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Last edited 14 hours ago by jimbo

I think a new leader should know that his team is 100% on board and

there should never be lingering doubts with future assignments.

Everyone needs reassurance knowing that their backs are covered

with like minded patriots and are in step with one another and the

missions ahead. That is a proper and great start to a new year!!

I agree so start by giving the father of the vaccines a polygraph test

for surely he IS a fucking traitor and a stinking ass jew.

Watch your bloody mouth, okay? Stop attacking a brother in Christ!!

He is NOT a traitor and he is NOT a Khazarian. YOU ARE THE

TRAITOR AND THE KHAZARIAN ANDF YOU THINK YOU WILL

GET AWAY WITH IT? NO, YOU WILL NOT!

Do some research, trump is a jew, his family is jews, his entire

administration just about was jews and everyone that runs all of his

corporations, organizations, charities,ect. are ALL jews. Specifically

ashkanazi jews. You have been played and the TRUTH doesn’t

change just because you don’t like it.

Jesus was a Jew. If you believe all Jews are the same evil bunch, then

you might as well lump Jesus into the same Khazarian basket. HE IS

NOT THEM.

 
Jesus speaks of the Khazarians in the Apocalypse, if you read where

He speaks of those that claim to be Jews and are not, because they

are the members of the synagogue of Satan. Real Jewish believers are

not those people.

 
Revelation 2:9 and 3:9

 
God is the Creator of the universe and the human race, and The Lord

is the Author and Finisher of our faith. God teh Father authored the

Jewish religion, NOT the Khazarians, who did not even exist until

later in Sumer in teh Old Testament, and then travelled on to Israel,

Babylon, Khazaria in southern Russia (where Prince Sviatoslav

kicked them out in 965 A.D. for refusing to stop their hellacious
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criminality and hypocritical affectations of genuine Jewish believers

and crimes against humanity), then on to Turkey,

Poland, Germany, France and Spain. In Germany, the

Rothschilds were sprouted from the Khazarians; this particular

family was previously under the  name of Bauer but changed it

to Rothschild (which in German means ‘red shield’ or ‘red sign’) and

became the worldwide trillionaire bankers they are today, and the

worst criminals to humanity.

 
Jesus Christ from Nazareth was a Jew, and His physical family

followed Jewish traditions, BUT HE DID NOT SIN. Neither did

his family, to the best of their ability. Nor do normal Jewish believers

who are righteous, including the Torah-observant ones in the ultra-

Orthodox sects.

 
Jesus is the Son of God and Israel’s Messiah and the Saviour of

the world, but He was born a Jew and lived as a Jew and followed

the Jewish laws and traditions along with his Family and friends

and fellow believers. Those who follow His ways after the Crucifixion,

the Ascension and Resurrection took place are called Christians.

Jesus did not coin the term because men coined it later; yet He

always pointed people to the Father. He healed the sick, raised the

dead, cast out demons, delivered the afflicted and set the

captives free as prophesied in Isaiah 61 and fulfilled in Luke 4:18. 

 
Yet He called out the Pharisees, He dressed down the hypocrites, He

exposed their false teachings, and He warned the Jewish

believers not to listen to their anti-Scriptural lies. The Pharisees and

their anti-Scriptural followers were the ones Jesus ripped apart, not

the genuine believers:

 
“Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do.

He was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth,

because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh

of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it.”

 
Khazarians do not do that, because they, like the whitewashed tombs

Jesus called the Pharisees, do what their ancestors did in Sumer and

Babylon and Turkey and Khazaria did. They committed theft,
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murder, identity theft, paedophilia, human sacrifice, idol worship to

Baal and Moloch — the very thing the Lord told the Jewish believers,

the real sons and daughters of Jacob who took possession of the

Promised Land, not to do. 

 
Khazarians do what the Sabbateans did in Turkey where they,

too, adopted the Jewish traditions but violated and vitiated

the Mosaic laws against incest,

stealing, killing, adultery, blasphemy, idolatry, human sacrifice,

sexual abominations that are prohibited in the Scriptures.

 
It is the Khazarians promoting the  NWO agenda, not the real Jewish

believers who follow the ways of the Lord. You are buying the

propaganda, not me.

  Do your research.

As a 20 year retired military USAF officer myself, Gen Smith, as a

Marine, hopefully understands, most officers take the oath with a

mental reservation, that basically overrides the oath. They raise their

hand and say the words, but have absolutely no idea that they will

ever be held accountable to it.

During my 20 years, I met very few, if any, that took that

constitutional oath with any truth of sincerity.

Recommendation: send a message with an executioners bullet, that

no quarter will be given for those who took the oath, but insist on

loyalty towards this modern age of satanic baby killing, vote stealing

and immoral relations.

If God and the Bible are not inserted into the fray, the officers will

hand no moral compass to guide their sacrifices.

You make a good point. Heard somewhere that General Washington

court-martialed soldiers not only for buggery (homosexual relations),

but also for blasphemy (violation of a commandment). And he

hanged people for treason — must have been seriously angry that

Benedict Arnold escaped. This guy didn’t horse around.
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And now we have military servicemembers coming out of the closet

and marrying their lovers after Obama repealed DADT? This is

twisted.

“60 Minutes Mike Wallace Exposes the 1976 Swine Flu Pandemic

Vaccine Injuries” 

 
On YouTube

 
People did not die from the covid 19, they died from the Covid

vaccination Just like they died from the swine flu in 1976. My

opinion.

You’re right. The survival rate of contracting covid (when it was

floating about in the air, which is not any more) is over 99.9%, even

for old people. What people have now is good old-fashioned flu and

its variants. Flu never went away; it was just called covid for the most

part. It is the vaxx which preserves the covid virus, and if folks

contract the real covid, it’s from vaxxed people.

Welcome, General Smith!

I suspect things will move a lot faster now that you’re on board.

I already like the way you think.

Does truth serum make sociopaths tell the truth? Because I think a

lot of them would ace polygraphs.

I do not think ! Now the Supreme Commander of the White Hats

should have been Governor De Santes, former military prosecutor at

Guantanamo, politician and OM not a clone – I hope, as clona

Trump is the traitor, 100%.

 
The general should have announced this: that he searched in mouth

for Trump and, being a clone, he is going to be tried and hanged for

High Treason, complicity in Genocide and complicity in Crimes

against humanity according to the Nuremberg Code and the 1949

Geneva Convention.

 
But to do something like that you need cohones, which all the
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military commanders in the White Hats lack. The military believe

that they are taken into account by the traitors who lead them to

certain defeat, but they are being used

 
so as not to say that there is no opposition – controlled opposition, of

course.

 
The fact that V. Putin no longer spoke on the phone with the Trump

clone, clearly proves that the Russians have known for a long time

that the Jesuit Trump is a 100% clone. What can President V. Putin

discuss, who destroyed the 31 military biological laboratories of the

Nazis, CIA, NATO, Mossad and the EU in order not to exterminate

humanity with the RABIA virus, created in 3 Mossad laboratories,

with a perversely clone? It is as if Putin spoke directly with

Rockefeller. If this virus had been thrown from the plane as it was

intended, in a maximum of 6 months humanity would no longer

exist: animals and people would be rabid and it would to be

planetary carnage. Think that it doesn’t hurt!

America has had a civil war before, so fratricide is something

common. In the first civil war, the North Americans fought the South

Americans and the Khazars and Reptilians won.

 
Now the drug-addled, Satanist and Nazi-loving gay American will

fight against the normal, heterosexual and Christian American, and

the Khazars and the Rokfeller reptile will win.

When you don’t learn from history, it repeats itself.

 
I heard about the dismantling of the Communist Republic of America

6 months ago, but I did not believe that it could be possible, because

I lacked a lot of information that I now have. But when Medveev says

this, I have to believe him because it is based on clear information

about the plan of the Khazars and the reptiles who run USA SRL and

who trade Americans on the stock exchange with the CNP.

Believe ? I warned you not to say that I didn’t tell you before it

happened that you could take measures against the Khazars and the

Reptilians. I accept swearing, but will you accept reality?
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Medveev knows more than me.

Ask him on Twitter if he is telling the truth.

 
Why doesn’t V. Putin talk to the Trump clone anymore?

How could you possibly know if Trump and Putin talk or not? They

probably would not invite FAKE News to listen in. They could be

talking daily, and you would not have a clue. Putin speaks excellent

English.

Putin’s English can best be described as Fair to Partly Cloudy. He

speaks excellent German, however.

Great photo, with General Smith’s troops assembled around him.

 
GOD bless our troops. May 2023 be the greates year in our short

history, blessing our people, and all the people of the Earth.

So? Those troops are still his troops. General Eric Smith is currently

Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps. In May 2018, Smith was

nominated for promotion to Lieutenant General, and assignment as

commanding general of III Marine Expeditionary Force. He received

his promotion and assumed command of III MEF in August 2018. In

July 2021, he was nominated and confirmed for promotion to 4-star

general and assignment as Assistant Commandant of the Marine

Corps.

You don’t like him? You having a problem with him, maybe

threatening to your job as a troll and mocker of patriotic Americans?

There are still probably thousands of traders in the military and they

should be fairly easy to ferret out by their social media contents and

their actions

Just remember this is going to be a glorious year a new century of

God family and patriots white hatch will rule over there satanic

demon snakes
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What are you going to do once you die and find out we were telling

you the truth all along? It will be too late then. Nobody will be able to

help you then. You won’t be able to claim ignorance then because you

have been told to the point of rejection. Your goose is being cooked

even now as we speak. Atheism has had its day and has proven to be

a totally worthless mindset. Go bellyache to satan. While you do that

though you have to remember without God satan would not exist and

neither would you.

All of the DS criminals executed by JAG and documented here on

RRN had a mindset similar to tali0n…except Loretta Lynch

Her mindset was similar to one of the two thieves executed with

Jesus as recorded in the KJV Bible.

Full details at the RRN story titled:

GITMO Double-Header Execution: Anthony Fauci & Loretta Lynch

talion is a troll turd that likely lives outside of the USA. English is not

its primary language.

I liked Gen. Berger and he did a great job. However, it appears that

General Smith is going for a whole new level of security. We can not

be too careful. There are traitors and DS demons everywhere. I just

pray there aren’t many or any among the White Hats at GITMO!! The

traitors should have enough sense by now to know what happens to

anyone who commits treason against our Constitution and our

Country. Allegiance to Biden and the demons is treason. There are

many voters in this country who are just plain ignorant and wouldn’t

vote for anyone but a democrat. The democrats have always been an

evil bunch….at least in my lifetime they have been. Prayers for

General Smith as he takes command, General Berger as he works

from the sidelines, President Trump as he fights the DS demons from

Mar-a-lago and all the White Hats. God bless America and keep us

standing strong in support.
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For sure. I hope they get the traitors that forced and blackmailed

Pence on live TV and Internet livestream to certify the fraudulent

election. That still sticks in our collective craw.

They will all have their day one way or the other. They can count on

it.

So what will they do now that a large-ish sector of the population are

full fledged socialists, trained by Marxist traitors in the schools; or

have TDS and utter hatred for the Constitution?

 
You know, the ones down here at local levels running the schools and

DMVs that enforce mask mandates, and give illegals free everything

– enabling invasion of our country? I would say they’re Traitors

committing treason for a very long time and getting away with it

completely. Just curious!

Most are either cowardly or overly malleable. Change the frequency

and they will change right along with it. Communism is all they know

because it’s all they’ve ever been told about. You can quickly change

that. Traumatic at first I would imagine, but cowards will always

follow the strong, cattle the bell cow.

 
In other words, take back control of the media and airwaves, then the

ruins of the ed system and academia. None of these have any

credibility left anyway after 50 years of communist sabotage, and no

one will miss them. The rest is easy.

I’m afraid it’s going to take some time for indoctrinated folks to

unlearn and then relearn the truth. Some won’t make it.

No doubt. But indoctrination usually shatters. It doesn’t erode away

slowly. Once it goes it goes quickly.

Agreed, it goes quickly and powerfully. There’s a significant part of

the human ego that gets angry when it learns that it has been duped,

and it will turn fiercely against that which used to deceive it.
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Cowards indeed, spineless, spoiled, entitled and unbelievably

emasculated or twisted in their thinking. Quickly change that? I

believe God can; and I pray you’re right and it happens soon.

Look around any urban or suburban area all you see are brainless

consumers with zero ambition but to either ‘be famous’ or spend the

rest of their lives just playing video games and doing drugs. They

wear pajamas to college – these are GROWN “Men”, or would be if

they weren’t raised on getting their way, nasty pop culture and soy.

The “women” – I don’t even know what they are anymore; they can’t

tell what gender they are, for God’s sakes! Festering rot.

Let God’s will be done.

Yes, the local level is where all the robbery, all the polluting, all the

corruption and all of the indoctrination is initially taken hold of.

Excellent point here.

Before my Mom was murdered by the medical profession, she

worked nine years on town council as a councillor and did much

good work. She told me all about the double dipping, the dirty deals,

the level of corruption and all the rest of it. I used to love to go to the

town meetings and to watch her work. Well anyway, it made me very

aware of just how IMPORTANT the local level is in the grand scheme

of things.

I’m so sorry she was murdered. I can tell you those I knew and cared

for also were murdered by this huge lie of theirs. Fact is too many

rejected God and therefore morals, ethics. Even as a Believer I

wonder how much ‘pity’ I will even feel for them at tribunals. Am so

numbed by all of this; only waiting on God’s Justice.

Very sorry for your loss. I tried replying to this; not sure it took.

Anyway yes many of us have taken great losses including deaths …

because of their gargantuan greed and megalomania. At the local

levels its no different really; bunch of prideful, narcissistic hall

monitors with zero morals.
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Hrozné, že jsi ztratil matku. Naštěstí měla oči, aby viděla, co korupce

skutečně je. Teď je musíme zavřít a uvidíme, jak se spravedlnost

stane každému, kdo ublížil a zabil také členy naší rodiny a přátele.

Smith se musí zaměřit na vedoucí pracovníky MSM a vysílací

osobnosti při zastavení jejich psychooperace Deep State.

Válka má mnoho podob a forem, což nemusí být fyzické jako příklad,

ekonomická válka a psychologická válka, také informační válka.

Přísloví: v lásce a válce je vše fér.

Naposledy upravil před 13 hodinami John .S

 

 


